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Keynote

Registration

Monday, August 2, 2021 

The Trip of a Lifetime
Teaching Health and Physical Education really is akin to taking the
trip of a lifetime. It's a journey of constant twists and turns,
unexpected surprises (2020 anyone?), and unknown pit stops along
the way. The question is what should you pack for this adventure?
Just don't forget your toothbrush!  

Session 1

7:15am - 8:30am

8:30am - 9:00am

9:45am - 10:35amJo Bailey

Wrestling Gym

Randy Spring

Health Room

Jessica Matheson

Moving to Think and Collaborate: Are you looking forward to being
able to physically engage and interact with your classes again?
Participants will engage in hands-on activities that will get their
students up and moving, promoting high level thinking and
collaboration in (and around) the health classroom. Participants will
walk away with activities, reflections, and assessments that can be
implemented immediately in their health classes.  
Jessica Matheson - Rockford HS

Bin Ball: Want a small-sided cooperative team game model that
has the power to hit tons of standards and while being utilized in
multiple units throughout your curriculum? Bin Ball is your activity!
Come to this session to learn how you can take a bin (or any
container) and any object that can be thrown and caught, and
implement it in a way to teach students in multiple grade levels how
to WORK TOGETHER to move down a court or field to score or
defend points. This versatile small-sided team game can be utilized
in grades K-12 to enhance students' knowledge and skills in the
areas of throwing and catching, cooperation, and offensive and
defensive strategies. Not only can Bin Ball be utilized in multiple
units throughout the year, it's small-sided model allows for TONS
OF REPETITIONS for all students enhancing the overall fun being
had in your physical education programs!  
Randy Spring - So. Wash Cty Schools



10:25am - 11:15am Session 2

Now We’re in a Pickle!: Pickleball is a fantastic short-handled
implement striking game gaining popularity throughout the Midwest!
It is also incredibly versatile since it can be played indoors or
outdoors with a variety of equipment! Pickleball also addresses
Minnesota's standards and benchmarks across multiple grade
levels. This activity session will highlight lessons that focus on skill
building, leadup games, and tips for keeping students engaged.
Shannon Tjaden- OPENShannon Tjaden

Synthetic Gym 

The Laws of Motion: Integrating STEM & Physical Activity:
Numerous studies have shown that children who are active and
healthy have a lower risk of juvenile behavior, an increase in
academic achievement, and tend to have a much better self- image.
This workshop integrates STEM and Physical Activity in a unique
format that helps develop healthier, more productive children. Don’t
miss this opportunity to participate in a one-of-a-kind workshop! 
Jess Wadleigh - Skillastics

Wrestling Gym

Jess Wadleigh

Nutrition: Keeping Our Student-Athletes Energized:  Define
RED-s (relative energy deficiency in sport) within athletic setting,
recognize signs and symptoms of low energy availability and
disordered eating, discuss individual and cultural action steps to
addressing concerns with young athletes.
Kaela Colvard - TCO

Health Room

Kaela Colvard

Charger Warrior Challenge: Using the Army Combat Fitness
Test (ACFT) in your S & C and Physical Education Program: 
The Army Combat Fitness Test is a new assessment recently
implemented into the United States Army. It has a lot of great events
and movements that you already do in your Strength and
Conditioning and/or Physical Education Programs. With a scoring
system that already has national norms, this is an assessment
created to be implemented into a variety of situations. Upon
completion, you will be able to take away the tools learned to
implement this competition right away into any setting. Whether it be
with 2 or 200 of your athletes. This session will cover how to properly
administer the test, how to score the test, and how to incorporate it
into your daily classes.  Amanda Berg - Dassel-Cokato HS

Weight Room

Amanda Berg



Session 41:40pm - 2:30pm

Lunch on your own 12:30pm - 1:30pm

Teaching with #ConfiDANCE!: Teaching dance in physical
education class has long since been the elephant in the gym not
only for students, but for physical educators as well. It doesn’t have
to be that way! MOVEMENT + MUSIC = DANCE. It is as simple as
that! I will share with you how I make dancing a fun and integral part
of my physical education curriculum that students can’t get enough
of. You will leave this session with a few new dances to use with
your students as well as some tips and tricks in building your own
#ConfiDANCE culture in your gym.  
Katie Mulloy - New Berlin Schools

Wrestling Gym

Katie Mulloy

Synthetic Gym

Jessica Matheson

Individual Fitness for ALL Students: Are you looking for a way to
implement an individual fitness class to meet the needs of all
students? This hands-on session will enable participants to design
and implement an individual fitness physical education class to meet
the needs of today’s students while addressing the 2018 Minnesota
Physical Education Standards. This session is focused on high
school standards and is geared towards secondary teachers. 
Jessica Matheson - Rockford HS

Synthetic Gym 1

Jo Bailey

Using the Meaningful PE Framework in Secondary Physical
Education:  Improved physical competence, social interaction,
challenge, delight, personally relevant learning and fun are 6 features
that research has shown contribute to students having a meaningful
physical education experience. This session will use badminton to
explore a high school PE teacher’s ongoing journey into creating
meaningful physical education experiences for her students. Be ready
for a hands-on, active session where you will come away with
activities, strategies & ideas, assessment examples in multiple
domains, and hopefully lots of questions and thoughts as to how you
can use the meaningful PE framework with your students.  Jo Bailey

11:30am - 12:20pm Session 3

Arby's,  McDonald's,  Taco Johns,  Noodles,  Chipotle,  Wendy's
Subway,  Jimmy John's,  Taco Bell,  Culver's,  Potbelly

Applebees,  Buffalo Wild Wings,  Joseph's,  Leo's Malt Shop
Acapulco's 

Fast food restaurants
near by

Sit down restaurants
near by



 

Empowering high school coaches, PE teachers and athletics in
a single, powerful platform:  Over 1,000 high schools utilize
TeamBuildr to manage their athletic performance program and
Physical Education curriculum. Coaches build their own customized
training programs or choose from the 100+ PE and athlete
development programs offered in our Training database. 
Amanda Berg - Teambuildr

Amanda Berg

Health Room

2:45pm - 3:35pm Session 5

In Unified we TRUST!:  Many of you may have heard of the Unified
Champion Schools movement which provides a unique opportunity
for students with and without disabilities to come together through
ongoing educational and physical activities, using the power of
Special Olympics. The Stillwater Area High School Unified
Movement includes a Unified Physical Education class and we also
have formed a club to support this movement, our own Ponies
T.R.U.S.T. Club: True Respect Unifies Students Together. This
session will show you first hand how to get started, what to do that
will work for your school/district and what we are doing at Stillwater
Area High School. Practical ideas will be shared with you by seeing
it through the eyes of our students. This has been a life changing
experience for many of us that have been involved in this movement
… You won’t want to miss what all the excitement is about with our
Inclusion Revolution!

Randy Spring

PAC 1

Paula Harrison

Wrestling Gym 

Nick Cedergren

 

Self-Sustaining Team Building Battle Games:  Looking to add two
new activity models to your teaching tool belts that can be utilized
multiple times throughout a school year to hit tons of physical, social,
and emotional standards all at once? Want to reveal student
creativity and enhance team building and cooperative skills at the
same time? This session is for you! This session will break down two
self-sustaining team building activity models I call "Midpoint
Madness" and "Pinvaders". Each of these game models not only
allow students to reach high levels of skill repetition for the
standards you are teaching, they also reveal student creativity,
enhance cooperative skills, and maximize overall engagement
leading to MORE FUN in your physical education curriculums! 
Randy Spring - So. Wash Cty Schools



5:15pm - 7:45pm Phys Ed Connections Social

You are invited to be a guest of Phys Ed
Connections on a St. Croix River paddle
boat.  Enjoy a 3 hour tour of the
beautiful St. Croix River complete with
beverage, music, and games! 

St. Croix River

Paddle Boat Ride
Provided By

To educate students and adults to the inactive lifestyle of adults.
To educate parents about the lifestyle illness facts facing youth
today.
To help students impact other lifestyles or health habits in a
positive way.
To create advocates for physical education.
To educate students to different career lifestyles.

Day In The Life Of. . .Community Outreach:    The Day In The Life
Of. . .is the most powerful community outreach strategy for changing
the minds of our community members as to what physical education
is all about. This creative multi-dimensional lesson allows for
physical educators to reach outside the walls of the gymnasium and
into the hearts and minds of the community to gather support for
physical education and at the same time, help educate community
members to live healthier lives. The educational aspect of this lesson
is extremely powerful as stunning visual evidence is provided to
students and adults concerning the inactive lifestyles virtually every
occupation in today’s world offers.
Goals:

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

  Beth Kirkpatrick - Heart Zones

 

Wrestling Gym

Beth Kirkpatrick

Bridging the Gap in Elementary Physical Education:  Students
returning to school in the Fall will bring unprecedented challenges to
physical education teachers. Isolation, quarantines, virtual learning,
and screen time have all contributed to a lack of physical activity
across all grade levels. These barriers have created a regression in
body control, skill development, and personal fitness levels that
physical educators will need to overcome. In this session, I will share
a variety of new K-12 outcomes-based lessons from OPEN that will
help physical educators bridge the gaps created by life during the
pandemic.  Shannon Tjaden - OPEN

Synthetic Gym

Shannon Tjaden


